
                                     Using Subordinating Conjunctions   ____________

Use a subordinating conjunction from the list to complete each complex 
sentence.  More than one correct answer may be possible.

although              since                    because                after              
as long as             more than            less than              before

_____________ any place on Earth, I enjoy going to Disney World!

John did well on his test _____________ he studied very hard.

_____________ seeing the dentist, Bob decided to brush more often.

_____________ he lost his job, the man felt upset.

_____________ you do your best, you will be a success.

I can see you are happy _______________ you are smiling.

_____________ leaving the kitchen, please put your dishes in the sink.

You should do your homework after school ______________ you can have 
family time in the evening.

_____________ I love music, I am not good at singing.

______________ the price of a doughnut, a banana is a healthier snack.

When using subordinating conjunctions, I feel:

_____ confident            ______ unsure               _______ I need help.       



                        Using Subordinating Conjunctions  Answer Key

Use a subordinating conjunction from the list to complete each complex 
sentence.  More than one correct answer may be possible.

although              since                    because                after              
as long as             more than            less than              before

More than any place on Earth, I enjoy going to Disney World!

John did well on his test because/since he studied very hard.

After seeing the dentist, Bob decided to brush more often.

After/Since/Because he lost his job, the man felt upset.

As long as/Because/Since you do your best, you will be a success.

I can see you are happy because/since you are smiling.

Before leaving the kitchen, please put your dishes in the sink.

You should do your homework after school because you can have family time
in the evening.

Although I love music, I am not good at singing.

Less than the price of a doughnut, a banana is a healthier snack.

         


